
GACSA Webinar - “Current investments' opportunities, both from an international and narrower dimension” 

September 20th, 2023- virtual modality 

The Global Alliance for Climate Smart Agriculture (GACSA) has organized a webinar on September 20th 

(Wednesday) from 3 PM to 4:30 PM, in a virtual modality. 

Mrs. Federica Matteoli, GACSA Coordinator, moderated the online event and opened the discussion by welcoming 

and expressing gratitude for the time and availability to all the panellists and participants in the event aimed to 

explore the current investment opportunities from an international narrow dimension as well as different 

perspectives and difficulties to come as market agriculture investments. Challenges for farmers and the role of 

partnerships in securing funds were also explored. 

 

 

• Imelda Bacudo, GACSA Co-Chair, opened the session by remarking on the importance of investments in 

CSA. 

In this era, marked by global shocks, agriculture emerges as crucible where the forces of sustainability, innovation, 
and investment converge. To confront climate change and an increasing global population, the imperative to 
enhance productivity, resilience and sustainability of our agriculture systems has never been more urgent. The 
answer lies in climate smart agriculture (CSA) approach with its 3 pillars (increase of agricultural productivity and 
incomes, mitigation of GHG (greenhouse gas) emissions from agriculture, adaptation of agricultural practices to 

climate change).  

As well noted by the international community, the world is running out of time to meet the Global Goals, as the 
case of climate pledges to achieve net 0 emission which many governments committed to. Often it is finance or a 
lack of investment that is identified as the cause. In this framework, investments coming from traditional climate 
finance sources (i.e., multilateral banks, Green Climate Fund, Green Economy Financing Facility, Philanthropy, 
private sector) are more than ever needed. Especially if the world is serious in its intent to halt global rising of 
temperature to ensure agriculture adaptation to climate change and secure the source of the most basic needs for 

human beings: food. 

In a world ever more interconnected, investment opportunities in agriculture must transcend national boundaries. 
International collaborations and partnerships can harness the collective wisdom and resources of nations to 
transform agriculture into a global engine of sustainable growth. To this end, the Global Alliance for Climate Smart 
Agriculture (GACSA), as independent and global platform, stands a strong source of support and cooperation to 
foster international and regional dialogues, sharing best practices and catalyzing investments that promote CSA. 
However, finding global solutions imply considering the narrower dimensions of the local and regional contexts that 
define agriculture investment. Each community has its unique challenges, opportunities, and priorities. Recognizing 
these singularities, GACSA promotes an inclusive approach that empowers farmers, young farmers, and local 
smallholders towards sustainable agriculture. This harmonious balance between international collaboration and local 
knowledge, peculiarities of the Alliance, is the key to success. 
 
Today many approaches in agriculture are competing for wider acceptance (i.e., agroecology, regenerative 
agriculture, family farming). CSA is compatible with all of them, and will remain the most coherent approach to 
agriculture, as defined through its 3 pillars. 
 
In its final remarks, Mrs. Imelda Bacudo affirmed that the pursuit of investment opportunities in agriculture, both 
from an international and narrower dimension, is no less than a call for collective action. With a shared vision to 
harness the transformative power of CSA, Action is urgent.  
 
After expressing gratitude to the GACSA Co-Chair remarks, the Moderator proceeded with the introduction of the 
initial panelist for the session. Prior to the intervention of the panelist, a poll of questions was shared with 
participants. 
 



 
FIRST QUESTION: Do you know which entities you should be approaching when applying for funds? Governments 

(74%); No profit bodies (30%); International institutions (63%); Fellows (7%); Foundations (44%); Farmers' 

Organizations (11%); Private sector institutions (52% ). Most participants answered that the government is the body 

which can support farmers applying for funds. 

Introduce the funding opportunities provided by international institutions and not only how these mechanisms 
could be accessed by farmers. 

• Nadine Valat, Green Climate Found Team Leader at FAO (Food and Agriculture Organization) 

 

Mrs. Valat gave an overview of the main climate and environment funds (Green Climate Fund, Global Environment 
Facility, Adaptation Fund) which are the three main funds addressing or providing resources to address 
environment and climate challenges. FAO engages with all of them in specific countries.  

 

The first fund presented by the Panelist was the Green Climate Fund (GCF), the world’s largest climate fund 
mandated to support low emission and climate-resilient development pathways. It was established in 2010 serving 
the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) and the Paris Agreement. Since the 
approval of the first project funding in 2015, GCF built a portfolio of more than 100 projects following a country-
driven approach, meaning that developing countries lead GCF programming and implementation. 

Mrs. Valat reported to the audience that the GCF works with a wide range of partners on the national, regional and 
international levels. As of today, are 117 the Accredited Entities who are partnering with GCF to implement projects 
(42 International AEs, 75 Direct Access Entities both Regional and National) 

 The GCF provides a variety of instruments to support sustainable practices (i.e. grants, loans, equity, guarantee, 
results-based finance) in developing countries. 

▪ It provides readiness support to verify the readiness of specific projects to be finances.  

▪ It includes a public and a private sector facility (i.e., banks, national institutions) 

▪ It is finishing its second phase. It will begin its phase 3 (2024 – 2027) 

 

The Panelist presented the FAO – GCF Partnership highlighting that FAO led funding proposals of 20 projects (FP). 
Among those: 

a. Cote d'Ivoire (promotion of deforestation cocoa production for reducing emissions) 

b. Nepal (promotion of climate resilience agriculture) 

 

The second fund presented by Mrs. Valat was the Global Environment Facility (GEF), a multilateral fund dedicated 
to confronting biodiversity loss, climate change, pollution, and strains on land and ocean health. The FAO Team 
Leader noted that, over the past three decades, the GEF has provided more than $22 billion in financing and 
mobilized another $120 billion for more than 5,000 national and regional projects and identified Africa as the first 
beneficiary (i.e. FAO-GEF Partnership in Senegal) 

 

The last fund presented by the speaker was the Adaptation Fund. It was implemented by UNFCCC in 2010 to 
finance concrete adaptation projects in developing countries which are particularly vulnerable to climate change. As 
in the previous funds, FAO is accredited in the Adaptation Fund. 

Finally, Mrs. Valat informed the participants that, to allow scaled up and transformative climate action, FAO 
Climate Change Strategy embraces Coherence, Complementarity and Coordination between the climate funds. 

At the end of the intervention, the moderator addressed a question to Mrs. Valat. 

QUESTION: Major beneficiaries of the global funds' mechanisms are farmers and local stakeholders. But how can 
they be involved in these mechanisms? The speaker took as an example the mechanism used by the GCF. Mrs. Valat 
replied that these mechanisms are under the control of the designated national authorities and other defined 
ministries (technical ministries such as agriculture) whose purpose is to identify the regions or places most affected 
by climate change. After the initial approach through these defined entities, a stakeholder consultation will follow, in 
order to sign and identify a set of concept notes for the application. At the end of her speech, Mrs. Valat also 



emphasized the importance and obligation of sending evidence to stakeholders to gain access to funding. ￼ 

Following gratitude for Mrs. Valat's time and contribution presenting funding opportunities available to farmers at 
both the international and national levels, the moderator introduced the second panelist for the session. 

From ambition to reality: making Climate-Smart Agriculture Investment feasible.  

• Sara Burrone, Economist at FAO 

 
A poll of questions was shared with participants. 

SECOND QUESTION: What do you consider essential to secure funding for CSA? Increasing data and knowledge 

generation and dissemination (28%); Efficient governance to promote sustainable practices (28%); Conscious 

choices to transform our agrifood systems (44%). Most participants answered that to secure funding for CSA, 

conscious choices are needed. 

Mrs. Sara Burrone observed that agricultural improvement and food insecurity still represent a global issue. World 

hunger is on the rise, affecting 10% of people globally, and climate change represents a long-term threat to food 

security and nutrition. CSA offers a frame to harmonize productivity and sustainability. 

The embrace of CSA practices can be a protracted endeavor characterized by ambiguity. Multiple trade-offs 

associated with CSA have impacts on both stakeholders and the environment. Nevertheless, these trade-offs are 

intricately tied to the specific circumstances in which sustainable practices are being pursued or planned for 

implementation. Since there is not a one-size-fits-all solution, it is essential to always consider three key actions: 

▪ Generate data and knowledge, made clear what there are the main constraints at government level (Research 

and Academic) 

▪ Systemic transformation of our agrifood systems: from the technical dimensions to the socio-economic and 

environmental dimensions 

▪ Building of some mechanism to support this transformation. 

 

In conclusion, Mrs. Burrone presented an illustration of a bottom-up approach that has been implemented in Bhutan. 

This was intended to help the audience grasp how farmers embrace innovative practices. When farmers decide to 

invest in adopting a particular practice, they show a greater inclination toward adopting innovative methods if they 

offer a high return relative to the effort required. 

GACSA Coordinator intervened by underlighting trade-offs between different elements when considering the 

adoption of CSA practices, but to overcome them it must be used holistic. Once thanked Mrs. Sara Burrone, the 

third speaker was invited to present his insights. 

Explain the role of partnerships for fundraising.  

• Stefano Marras, Director of Global Partnership Bayer Crop Science 

Partnership that works need to be strategic, complementary and offer a mutual benefit among the parties. 

Mr. Stefano Marras started his presentation by providing a definition of what constitutes a partnership, emphasizing 
that it must possess qualities of strategic alignment, complementarity, and shared objectives. Within his 
presentation, the panelist elucidated the financial support available to micro, small, and medium enterprises 
(MSMEs) from larger corporations. He categorizes these funding sources into two distinct types: Corporate Social 
Responsibility Donations (CSR) and Business-aligned investments. Furthermore, he delves into the most effective 
and efficient approaches for securing financial resources from these corporate giants, underscoring the advantages 
and disadvantages inherent in such partnerships.  

The presentation's objective offers guidance on determining the optimal strategy for obtaining funding, recognizing 
that companies seek to generate returns on their investments. 

The moderator conveyed appreciation to Mr. Marras's speech and introduced the fourth speaker to the audience. 



• Dr. John Aggrey, Founder and CEO Hired Consult 

Dr. Aggrey recognized that farmers from least developed countries should have access to the right information and 
contact points to get financial investment. In fact, financial opportunities exist but the challenge for farmers is often 
to reach them.  

▪ Farmers’ often lack credit history, collateral and have no or limited financial literacy. 

▪ Smallholder farmers may lack the resilience to manage the disruptions caused by climate change, post-Covid-
19, and food price crisis. 

The panelist illustrated how the increased volatility of prices has prompted farmers to seek solutions ensuring they 
can afford all their essential agricultural inputs, despite the ongoing increase in the cost of these inputs. 

At the end of Mr. Aggrey intervention, GACSA Coordinator commented that it is indeed a challenge for farmers 
reaching investment opportunities to finance their CSA practices and that sharing information on who, how and 
when farmers can have access to financial support is a precious advice given. In conclusion, the moderator thanked 
Dr. Aggrey for his valuable insights and introduce the last speaker Ms. Oshani Perera  

How can global farmers attract funding for their CSA work?  

• Oshani Perera, Co-Founder and Director of Programs Shamba Centre for Food and Climate  
 

Mrs. Perera explained how major donors walk through microfinance institutions. However, the panelist added that, 

currently with the collapse of the market, it is the banks that provide the most loans. Unfortunately, the banks do not 

invest in the agricultural market because it is a risky market having a lower return. For this reason, it is necessary to 

strengthen relations with cooperations, platforms and producers' organizations. Aggregation, in fact, is the key. It is 

also particularly important the impact on investors and social lenders. Mrs. Perera ended her intervention with a 

reflection: governments in developing countries must lead in addressing the market failure that prevents the flow of 

funding to agri-food systems. 

To watch the record of the Webinar, please refer to the following link: Current investments' opportunities, both from 

an international and narrower dimension - Zoom 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Nadine Valat, Green Climate Found Team Leader at FAO: Introduce the funding opportunities provided by 

international institutions and not only how these mechanisms could be accessed by farmers.  

https://zoom.us/rec/play/jZ1DfPPP_HRQkgSg52i_BgqxZ3Tq58gH8HxHqB5XAdvEju-GEPKbnafqMP19M7qQ5yxqmsyqcIlIW55m.3Z78RJ_BuVt7UdFh?canPlayFromShare=true&from=share_recording_detail&continueMode=true&iet=WfmTvFT3d2wedtyuTtiELUwfFLjUXELZbmWNpWlFeWg.AG.nusLyDeDQ7DRQs8LBft5cYUmgUwlqBacbsZdpHvu7-_IkWU_YL5_a8od-lIbG7MZN8Ds7gHj3wBgLc_FVM6ZwKOk41N1Lt0h6srYAEM9IG4set-KVmGtY8hTGTaCIVcG.gBSPxk33nyKcc3cswvvhfw.y_9o0jEaMTeEnt-F&componentName=rec-play&originRequestUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fzoom.us%2Frec%2Fshare%2FOgYgZnkKqlaJLRk9XFAr78kpRn_wsLgbetrOuA2WZOmHPP0FgRkYNQVs48X_5Scy.DfIvEuaF8NoaZd4C%3Fiet%3DWfmTvFT3d2wedtyuTtiELUwfFLjUXELZbmWNpWlFeWg.AG.nusLyDeDQ7DRQs8LBft5cYUmgUwlqBacbsZdpHvu7-_IkWU_YL5_a8od-lIbG7MZN8Ds7gHj3wBgLc_FVM6ZwKOk41N1Lt0h6srYAEM9IG4set-KVmGtY8hTGTaCIVcG.gBSPxk33nyKcc3cswvvhfw.y_9o0jEaMTeEnt-F
https://zoom.us/rec/play/jZ1DfPPP_HRQkgSg52i_BgqxZ3Tq58gH8HxHqB5XAdvEju-GEPKbnafqMP19M7qQ5yxqmsyqcIlIW55m.3Z78RJ_BuVt7UdFh?canPlayFromShare=true&from=share_recording_detail&continueMode=true&iet=WfmTvFT3d2wedtyuTtiELUwfFLjUXELZbmWNpWlFeWg.AG.nusLyDeDQ7DRQs8LBft5cYUmgUwlqBacbsZdpHvu7-_IkWU_YL5_a8od-lIbG7MZN8Ds7gHj3wBgLc_FVM6ZwKOk41N1Lt0h6srYAEM9IG4set-KVmGtY8hTGTaCIVcG.gBSPxk33nyKcc3cswvvhfw.y_9o0jEaMTeEnt-F&componentName=rec-play&originRequestUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fzoom.us%2Frec%2Fshare%2FOgYgZnkKqlaJLRk9XFAr78kpRn_wsLgbetrOuA2WZOmHPP0FgRkYNQVs48X_5Scy.DfIvEuaF8NoaZd4C%3Fiet%3DWfmTvFT3d2wedtyuTtiELUwfFLjUXELZbmWNpWlFeWg.AG.nusLyDeDQ7DRQs8LBft5cYUmgUwlqBacbsZdpHvu7-_IkWU_YL5_a8od-lIbG7MZN8Ds7gHj3wBgLc_FVM6ZwKOk41N1Lt0h6srYAEM9IG4set-KVmGtY8hTGTaCIVcG.gBSPxk33nyKcc3cswvvhfw.y_9o0jEaMTeEnt-F


 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sara Burrone, Economist at FAO: From ambition to reality: making Climate-Smart Agriculture 

Investment feasible.  

 



 

 

 



 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stefano Marras, Director of Global Partnership Bayer Crop Science: Explain the role of partnerships for 

fundraising. 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dr. John Aggrey, Founder and CEO Hired Consult: Explain the challenges for farmers to finance climate-

smart agriculture.  

 



 

 

 



 

Oshani Perera, CoFounder and Director of Programs Shamba Centre for Food and Climate: How can 

global farmers attract funding for their CSA work.  

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 


